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EQUITY AUDITOR PROFILE

The equity auditor, Kiesha Lamb of Seek 
Equity Consulting LLC has over a decade of 
experience moving equity forward, she has 
partnered with students, families and district 
educators and leaders across the nation. She 
has experience in researching, designing, and 
facilitating equity based curriculum.

She enjoys infusing artistic expressions and 
methods into her work to support the learning 
of others. The auditor continues to carve out 
her lane within the field of equity to 
encompass (but not be limited to) the value 
and interventions of Family and Community 
engagement within education, prioritize the 
significance of human centered data and 
research analysis, and champion the re- 
huamanization of minoritized people through 
rich tradition and innovative measures.

HumanHuman
CenteredCentered



Raising the achievement of all students, while
Narrowing the gaps between the highest and lowest 
performing students, and
Eliminating the predictability and disproportionality 
of which student groups occupy the highest and 
lowest achievement categories

Educational Equity 
 

 

-GLENN SINGLETON (2015)

Something to chew on:



Systemic equity is defined as the transformed ways in 
which systems and individuals habitually operate to 
ensure that every learner – in whatever learning 
environment that learner is found – has the greatest 
opportunity to learn enhanced by the resources and 
supports necessary to achieve competence, excellence, 
independence, responsibility, and self-sufficiency for 
school and for life.

 

BRADLEY SCOTT 2010

Something to chew on:
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Limitations

INTERPRETING

COMMUNICATIONS

HURRICANE 
IDA

DATA 
GATHERING

LAWSUIT MINORITIZED 
MONOLITHS



Accessibility
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Central: 27
Chatsworth: 31
Hommocks: 34

MAS: 8
MHS: 48

Murray: 27
 
 Overall: 

175 students
 



1. Do All students have opportunities and 
the support to achieve the same outcomes 
or their highest potential?

2. How do students and their families know 
and partner in the district’s commitment to 
affirming and including all members of the 
community?

3. To achieve the district’s commitments to 
prioritize learning and leading towards 
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, what 
pathways are provided to staff and are 
created by staff?

4. Within MUFSD, what expectations, 
practices, and policies currently exist to 
disrupt inequities that occur on a daily 
basis?

Essential Questions
1. ¿Todos los estudiantes tienen 
oportunidades y el apoyo para lograr los 
mismos resultados o su mayor potencial?

2. ¿Cómo los estudiantes y sus familias 
conocen y se asocian con el compromiso del 
distrito de afirmar e incluir a todos los 
miembros de la comunidad?

3. Para lograr los compromisos del distrito 
de priorizar el aprendizaje y el liderazgo 
hacia la diversidad, la equidad y la inclusión, 
¿qué caminos se brindan al personal y son 
creados por el personal?

4. Dentro del Distrito de Mamaroneck, ¿qué 
expectativas, prácticas y políticas existen 
actualmente para interrumpir las 
inequidades que ocurren a diario?
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Essential Questions
Themes are consistent

Many minoritized students and staff continue to experience MUFSD as unsafe, 
not affirming to their identities, a barrier to their success, invalidating of their 

truths...
 

all while being a district that has quality programming and tracks for some, and 
high achieving students within the dominant communities. 

 
Staff and families are not in alignment on the value of and expectation to seek 
and achieve educational equity, therefore miss/deny opportunities to partner 

on and champion success for ALL. 
 

Systemic level change is needed and possible, but not without a plan for 
unifying the community and executing micro and macro levels of change.
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We can, whenever and wherever we 
choose, successfully teach all children 
whose schooling is of interest to us. 
We already know more than we need 
to do that. Whether or not we do it 
must finally depend on how we feel 
about the fact that we haven't so far.

- RON EDMONDS,

Something to chew on:



A read aloud 
from...

Demarginalizing 
Design 

by Dee Lanier



Recommendations

Leadership
Central Office

Board of Education
Equity Leadership

Family & Community
Sankofa

Comunidad
Partnership

Instruction/PD
Culturally Relevant

Teaching
Coaching

Accountability
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Recommendations

Technical Changes
Intentional Hiring and

Rentention
 

Supervision and Coaching
models w/ Equity Lens

Adaptive Changes
Humanizing ALL 

Stakeholders
 

Creating and Sustaining 
equitable systems 

HumanHuman
CenteredCentered



We cannot seek achievement 
for ourselves and forget about 
progress and prosperity for our 
community, our ambitions must 
be broad enough to include the 

aspirations and needs of 
others, for their sakes and for 

our own. 

- CÉSAR CHÁVEZ

Something to chew on:



Thank you

K.LAMB
SEEK EQUITY CONSULTING



These presentations are not meant to become professional 
development learning opportunities so you might need to prepare 
for lack of closure on these complex topics. 
These presentations are not meant to be opportunities to counter 
or support narratives shared by other stakeholders (although you 
are encouraged to snap in agreement to anything you hear). 
All curiosities, concerns, and clever ideas should be captured and 
shared with members of your community with the intention to 
move equity forward. 
Some examples of people to be in contact with might be:

 Your building MEELs, building administrators, Central Office
members, equity book club email thread etc. 

To be clear, I will only be accepting a few clarification questions 
and giving background for the recommendations provided.

This is a presentation of the 27 pages written in the equity audit 
report. My intention behind requesting to have these presentations 
was to add my voice, inflections, and an abbreviated option to go 
along with the full reading of the report. 


